Section 96.4-3 – Work Search

STATEMENT OF THE CASE:

The claimant filed an appeal from an unemployment insurance decision dated December 21, 2010, reference 02, that issued a work search warning upon a finding that the claimant had not made an adequate work search for the week ending December 18, 2010. After reviewing all matters of record, the administrative law judge concludes that a formal hearing is not required.

ISSUE:

Should the claimant receive a warning for failing to make at least two in-person job contacts during the week in question?

FINDINGS OF FACT:

The claimant conducted an active work search during the week ending December 18, 2010. The warning was issued in error.

REASONING AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW:

The warning shall be removed because it was issued in error.

DECISION:

The unemployment insurance decision dated December 21, 2010, reference 02, is reversed. The warning is removed from the claimant’s record.

Dan Anderson
Administrative Law Judge
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